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Abstract: Despite recent advances in therapy, a substantial proportion of asthmatics remain
not well controlled. The classical stepwise approach to pharmacological therapy in adult
asthma recommends that treatment is progressively stepped up by increasing the inhaled
corticosteroid (ICS) dose or by adding another controller medication- to achieve symptom
control and reduce the risk of exacerbations, and stepped down after a period of control. In
general, asthma guideline recommendations do not reflect that there are significant differ
ences between ICS in terms of potency. Moreover, they do not consider efficacy and safety
separately, incorrectly assuming that “low” and “high” dose categories inevitably correspond
with low and high risk of systemic effects. Another point of criticism is the fact that
guidelines do not take into account the inflammatory profile of the patient, although
substantial groups of patients with mild and moderate asthma have little evidence of “T2high” inflammation, and by extension are likely to show a poor response to ICS treatment.
On the other hand, the latest version of the Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) equally
recommends regular ICS and ICS/formoterol as needed to prevent exacerbations in step 2
patients, without taking into consideration that the therapeutic objectives (exacerbations,
symptoms) may differ between individual patients and that different goals may warrant
distinct treatment strategies. In this review, we bring to the table several controversial issues
concerning asthma treatment and suggest an alternative proposal that takes into consideration
the potential side effects of high ICS doses, the patient’s inflammatory profile and the
therapeutic goals to be achieved.
Keywords: asthma, asthma treatment, asthma phenotype, asthma endotype, personalized
medicine

The Current Status of Asthma
Asthma is defined by the Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) as
a heterogeneous disease, usually characterized by chronic airway inflammation. It is
characterized by the history of respiratory symptoms such as wheeze, shortness of
breath, chest tightness and cough that vary over time and in intensity, together with
variable expiratory airflow limitation.1
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Asthma is one of the most common chronic respiratory disease worldwide and
more than 339 million people suffer from this disease.2 Overall, asthma mortality
has reduced markedly from 0.44 deaths per 100,000 people in 1993 to 0.19 in
2006,3 due in part to improved diagnosis, but also due to better treatment, particu
larly with the widespread use of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS). However, there was
no appreciable change in global asthma mortality rates from 2006 through to 2012,
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when the estimated rate was also 0.19 deaths per 100 000
people (0.16–0.21).3 It has been shown that about 50% of
asthma deaths might be preventable if guidelines’ recom
mendations are followed.4
On the other hand, a study conducted among 8000
patients with asthma from 11 European countries showed
that 45% of them had uncontrolled asthma, 44% used oral
corticosteroids in the previous 12 months, 24% visited an
emergency department and 12% were hospitalized.5 These
figures are very similar to those reported in the National
Health and Wellness Survey: 54% of patients had asthma
that was not well controlled.6 This means that, even in
European developed countries, a substantial proportion of
asthmatics remain not well controlled, resulting in
a significant impact on health resources and patients’
health status. While the reasons underlying poor asthma
control are multifactorial and include medication access
and compliance, to achieve further reduction in asthma
mortality novel strategies will also be required.

Table 1 Asthma Phenotypes

Heterogeneity of Asthma:
Phenotypes, Endotypes and
Biomarkers

respiratory disease outcomes) to objectively characterize
clinical phenotypes of asthma.7–12 These efforts resulted in
the identification of several phenotypes, listed in Table 1.
However, it remains unclear how well these phenotypes
reflect specific biologic pathways because there is hetero
geneity within every phenotype cluster, the clusters sig
nificantly overlap, they can vary over time and the
methodology used and cohorts examined diverge widely.
The great majority of these studies have been conducted in
severe asthmatics, those who impose more undue burden
for clinicians and health care providers.
Quite soon, it became clear that an understanding of the
underlying mechanisms of asthma cannot be achieved from
just an analysis of symptoms and signs and of physiologic or
even inflammatory markers. The term “endotype” refers to
a subtype of a complex condition with well-defined patho
physiologic mechanisms that are specific and distinct from
other endotypes.13 Thus, this concept is highly demanding
and, honestly, it should be acknowledged that no “true”
endotypes have been as yet described with certainty, and
endotyping remains an ongoing work, which is too early to
translate into clinical care. It is of note that similar symp
toms and observable features can arise through different
pathophysiological mechanisms and that consequently dif
ferent endotypes may have similar, or even the same phe
notype. Moreover, similar molecular mechanisms may be
present in different asthma phenotypes. Identifying true

One of the reasons that could explain this unsatisfactory
situation is the limited importance that guidelines place on
asthma heterogeneity.1 Asthma treatment guidelines have
proven useful in standardizing care approaches and
improving outcomes but, although evidence continues to
build regarding the existence of different cell types,
inflammatory pathways, environmental exposures, and
other factors that produce a similar set of symptoms
known collectively as asthma, the movement from a “one
size fits all” symptom-based strategy to a more patientcentered, individualized approach to treatment, has not
resulted in official and widely accepted recommendations.
The first attempt to disentangle asthma heterogeneity
was the identification of different phenotypes in the past
two decades. In this context, “phenotype” is defined as
observable characteristics (clinical, demographic or phy
siological features, trigger-related or general inflammatory
processes) that may or may not be associated with under
lying disease mechanisms. Unbiased clustering algorithms
that have the capacity to incorporate a range of “observa
ble” variables have been applied to large patient datasets
(SARP: Severe Asthma Research Program, ADEPT:
Airway Disease Endotyping for Personalized Treatment,
U-BIOPRED: Unbiased BIOmarkers in PREDiction of
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Major asthma phenotypes

Early-onset allergic asthma
Late-onset eosinophilic asthma
Late-onset non-eosinophilic asthma

Symptom-based
phenotypes

Exacerbation prone
Cough variant
Obesity-related asthma
Asthma with persistent airflow
obstruction

Trigger-induced
phenotypes

Exercise induced
Occupational asthma
Seasonal asthma
Aspirin exacerbated respiratory disease

Biomarker-based

Eosinophilic asthma
Neutrophilic asthma
Paucigranulocytic asthma
Mixed granulocytic asthma

Treatment-based

Steroid-resistant asthma
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endotypes of asthma and their underlying mechanisms is
a prerequisite for achieving better mechanism-based treat
ment targeting, and ultimately delivery of genuinely strati
fied medicine in asthma. Although incompletely defined,
two major endotypes have been distinguished: “T2-high”
(defined by increased type 2 cytokine release or epithelial
gene expression compared to a reference population) and
“T2-low” asthma (usually identified by excluding a T2-high
profile).14
Biomarkers represent, among other things, measurable
indicators linking an underlying pathway to a phenotype of
a disease. The most employed ones in the routine clinical
practice of asthma are: blood eosinophils, induced sputum
cell count, fraction of exhaled nitric oxide (FeNO) and
IgE. Although only 50% of asthma patients are identified
with T2 airway inflammation,15 there is a paucity of bio
markers for T2-low asthma (almost only induced sputum
cell count). Table 2 reflects the advantages and disadvan
tages of each biomarker.
Even though blood or sputum eosinophils are the most
commonly used biomarkers to recognize T2 inflammatory
response, are far from optimal in this respect. When asthma
Table 2 T2-High Biomarkers. Advantages and Disadvantages
Biomarker

Advantages

Disadvantages

Blood Eos

-Widely available.

-Treatment affects the

-Predicts response to

values.
-Discordance with sputum

mAbs.

Eos.
-Varies over time.

Sputum cell

-Gold standard.

-Limited use.

Count

-Predicts response to
mAbs.

-Technically demanding.
-Treatment affects the
values.
-Varies over time.

FeNO

-Widely available.

-Multiple confounders.

-Predicts response to
dupilumab.

-Treatment affects the
values.
-Discordance with sputum
Eos.
-Varies over time.

IgE

-Widely available.
-Specific IgE helps

-Total IgE is a poor
biomarker of T2-asthma.

allergy diagnosis.
-Predicts response to
omalizumab.
Abbreviations: Eos, eosinophils; FeNO, fraction of exhaled nitric oxide; IgE,
Immunoglobulin E; T2, type 2 asthma.
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patients are classified according to the expression of IL-13
inducible genes, sputum eosinophils show an area under the
ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve of 0.78 to
identify a “T2-high” profile. This figure is 0.68 for blood
eosinophils, 0.67 for FeNO, 0.62 for IgE and 0.55 for
periostin.16 Therefore, it remains to be established the most
appropriate gold standard for identifying this endotype.

Therapeutic Goals and Treatable
Traits
Some influential authors have already proposed leaving
behind the approach based on phenotypes or endotypes
in order to adopt a pragmatic view through the identifica
tion of “treatable traits” (TT) for each particular
patient.17–19 Although more evidence to support this
approach is needed, McDonald et al found that severe
asthma management targeted to predefined TT leads to
significant improvements in health-related quality of life,
asthma control and reduced primary care acute visits.20
Another proposal is to separate what we want to
improve in each patient, the therapeutic goals (TG)
from the characteristics (TT) upon which action may
be taken in order to achieve this improvement.21 TG
are, ultimately, the clinical needs of patients (symptoms,
exacerbations, quality of life, physical activity) or
aspects of the disease (progression, mortality) that
should be avoided in order to improve prognosis. They
are not truly therapeutic targets, but rather clinical pro
blems that must be eliminated or improved. Most
patients have several TG and it is possible to achieve
different TG with a single therapeutic intervention. On
the other hand, TT are the clinical, physiological, or
biological characteristics present in each individual
patient, and they must be identifiable and quantifiable
through biomarkers or specific diagnostic tests. They
must, themselves, have an impact on one of the TG
(that is, there must be a clear relationship between the
value the TT takes and that of the TG in question; eg:
more eosinophils, more exacerbations). Treatment,
through the improvement of the value of the TT must,
as a result, improve one or more TG. Table 3 lists the
TG and TT in asthma. Figure 1 exemplifies a typical
clinical case.
Two types of TG can be contemplated: symptoms and
quality of life improvement, and reduction of the risks
involved in the disease and its treatment. The central TG
is the reduction of mortality, something that has nearly
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Table 3 Therapeutic Goals and Treatable Traits in Asthma
Therapeutic Goals

Treatable Traits

Biomarker Associated to Therapeutic Trait

Reduction of symptoms:
-Dyspnoea

-Bronchial obstruction
-Non-adherence

-FEV1
-Questionnaires

-Night awakenings

-Aggravating factors (allergens,

-Environmental levels

-Health-related quality of life
Reduction of risk:

environmental pollution, etc.)
-Allergy

-Specific IgE, skin prick tests

-Reduce mortality

-Smoking

-CO-oximetry

-Reduce progression of the disease
-Prevent exacerbations

-Comorbidities
-Eosinophilia

-Variable in each case
-Eosinophils in blood or airways

-Reduce adverse effects of medication

-Chronic infection

-Germ isolation

been achieved in asthma after the widespread use of ICS;22
nonetheless, deaths are still recorded, even in developed
countries, but they are usually associated with poor social
conditions.23
Exacerbations impact heavily on the quality of life of
asthmatics,24 as they are risk factors for mortality25 and
also for loss of lung function.26 Besides, it is essential to
avoid the iatrogeny associated to the treatment, which is
especially relevant in the case of systemic
corticosteroids.27 Control of symptoms is an unquestion
able TG in asthma, taking into account its relationship to
the quality of life of patients. Moreover, poor symptomatic
control entails a greater risk of exacerbations.28
TT in asthma include the following:
*Therapeutic non-adherence (TNA). It is well established
that TNA in asthma is a risk factor for exacerbations.29
Several reminder systems (e-mails, telephone . . .) have
demonstrated to improve adherence30 and it seems

reasonable to detect and reduce TNA, although some doubts
still persist concerning their impact on asthma control.31
*Tobacco use. Smoking worsens asthma control in
a dose-dependent way32 and it can change the profile of
the underlying inflammatory response, making it steroidresistant.33 However, quitting the habit improves both the
lung function and symptoms of asthmatics.34
*Comorbidities. Comorbid conditions (rhinitis, sinusi
tis, nasal polyps, allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis,
gastro-oesophageal reflux, psychiatric disorders, obesity,
inducible laryngeal obstruction, bronchiectasis and
obstructive sleep apnoea) may share with asthma meta
bolic and inflammatory pathways, they can have a causal
connection, or in some instances, both. Comorbidities
increase the likelihood of poorly controlled asthma35 and
specific treatment for any of them can improve it, as
occurs for instance with nasal polyposis and obstructive
apnoea syndrome during sleep.36,37

Figure 1 A clinical example of therapeutic goals and treatable traits.
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*Bronchial obstruction. In asthma, FEV1 below 80%
of the theoretical value is an independent predictor of
exacerbations38 and poor lung function is related (albeit
imperfectly) to symptoms of the disease.39 Further, several
clinical trials have demonstrated the addition of tiotropium
to a combination of ICS and long-acting β-2 agonists
(LABA) in poorly controlled asthmatics with bronchial
obstruction achieves significant functional improvement
(approximately 100 mL) and exacerbations reduction of
21%,40 accompanied by symptomatic improvement inde
pendently of the blood eosinophil number.41
*T2 Inflammation. The presence of T2 inflammation, mea
sured by the analysis of blood or sputum eosinophils, is asso
ciated with poorer asthma control and more exacerbations.42
Besides, it has been proven that eosinophilia is a good predictor
of corticosteroid response43 and that adjusting the treatment of
severe asthma on the basis of sputum eosinophilia reduces
exacerbations.44 The role of anti-interleukin-5 (anti-IL-5) and
anti-IL-4 and 13 monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of
severe eosinophilic asthma has been clearly established.45
*Chronic bronchial infection. The isolation of
Pseudomonas Aeruginosa has been shown to be associated to
greater risk of exacerbation, and the AMAZES study demon
strated that azithromycin at a dose of 500 mg 3 times a week, as
an add-on to the usual medication, is effective in reducing
severe exacerbations and improving the quality of life of asth
matics with suboptimal control despite a combination of ICS/
LABA,46 although it remains to be fully elucidated to what
extent macrolides’ efficacy in asthma is due to their antiinflammatory or antibacterial effects (or both).
*Allergy. Immunotherapy reduces asthma symptoms and
use of asthma medications and improves bronchial hyperreactivity,47 whereas evidence supporting the efficacy of
allergen avoidance is still weak and subject of controversy.48
*Exhaled nitric oxide fraction (FeNO). Despite the fact
that it is widely used in the routine clinical practice, there is
ongoing controversy as to whether adjusting treatment on the
basis of its values improves asthma control, and neither is
there a well-established cut-off point separating what is nor
mal from pathological. Consequently, a recent review in the
Cochrane database advises against this practice (except,
maybe, in patients with frequent exacerbations).49
*Bronchial hyperresponsiveness (BHR). Asthma control
and degree of BHR do not show a close relationship, and
a large percentage of patients with good control of the disease
exhibit ongoing BHR. The AMPUL study50 demonstrated
that adjusting medication on the basis of methacholine test
resulted in lung function improvement and exacerbations
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(mild ones) reduction, but a single study does not seem to
provide enough evidence to consider BHR a TT.

Guidelines’ Recommendations
The classical stepwise approach to pharmacological treat
ment in adult asthma recommends that asthma treatment is
progressively stepped up (by increasing the ICS dose or by
adding another controller medication) to achieve symptom
control and reduce the risk of exacerbations, and stepped
down after a period of control.1
The guidelines also provide a table that classifies the
different doses for each IC into low, medium and high
doses, and this is very pertinent, since high doses are asso
ciated with undesirable side-effects. It is important to note
that it is not a table of equivalence since ICS has different
pharmaceutical properties in terms of potency and therapeu
tic index. We shall deal with this matter in detail later.
The chief novelty of the latest edition of the GINA guide
lines is that treating asthma patients with short-acting
β2-agonists (SABA) alone is no longer advocated. Instead,
they should receive symptom-driven ICS/formoterol. It has
been reported that 30–37% of adults with acute asthma and
16% of patients with near-fatal have mild forms of the
disease.51 On the other hand, dispensing of ≥3 canisters
per year (average 1.7 puffs/day) is associated with higher risk
of emergency department presentations.52 In consequence,
GINA equally recommends regular ICS and ICS/formoterol
as needed to prevent exacerbations in step 2 patients.1 This
recommendation is based on the results of 4 clinical trials (two
randomized placebo-controlled studies collectively known as
SYGMA project and two real-life studies: Novel START, and
the PRACTICAL trial) that explored the potential benefits of
substituting SABA with budesonide/formoterol as rescue med
ication in patients with mild asthma.53–56 Additionally, asneeded therapy with ICS/formoterol is preferred over SABA
for all asthmatics, irrespective of the disease severity.

Limits of the Guidelines: Gaps to Be
Filled
Mild Asthma
Results from SYGMA studies led to the conclusion that, in
GINA step 2 patients, the fixed combination of budesonide/
formoterol on-demand provided better asthma control than
SABA as needed during a 52-week period, although asthma
control was poorer than with budesonide maintenance
therapy.53,54 Regarding the prevention of exacerbations, bude
sonide/formoterol on-demand showed the same benefits as
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chronic ICS treatment in this population of mild asthma
patients. Two real-life trials have been published later: the
Novel START study, which yielded similar results than those
of the SYGMA project,55 and the PRACTICAL study (which
recruited patients with mild and moderate asthma), that
showed a modest benefit (in terms of severe exacerbations
prevention) of budesonide/formoterol as needed compared to
maintenance ICS and SABA as needed.56 On balance, it seems
that as needed budesonide/formoterol is, at least, as effective
as maintenance ICS in preventing exacerbations and, on the
contrary, it seems that regular ICS is superior than budesonide/
formoterol on-demand to control symptoms.
However, as stated above, in the routine clinical practice
we need to identify the specific TG (one or more) we want to
achieve in an individual patient in order to prescribe the most
adequate therapeutic option. We can face several clinical pro
blems, but mainly a combination of symptoms and exacerba
tions. If the TG is improving symptoms, if the patient is free of
exacerbations, why should we use budesonide/formoterol asneeded as the preferred option instead of regular ICS? We
could argue that we must consider the expected risk of nonadherence, but in our opinion, the best choice might be to offer
the patient the possibility of being compliant with regular ICS
and to use ICS/formoterol as a reliever,1 although we have to
acknowledge that this approach needs to be demonstrated in
a clinical trial. Figure 2 schematizes this personal approach to
mild asthma treatment.

Moderate to Severe Asthma
As above-mentioned, the classical approach to pharmacologi
cal treatment in adult asthma is based on a progressive step-up
of therapy, and this can lead to overtreatment, a concern that
has been raised by a number of opinion leaders.57 In fact,
guidelines do not take into account the dose–response relation
ship of ICS in adult asthma, despite it has been demonstrated
that, in randomized placebo-controlled trials of fluticasone
propionate (FP) in adults with asthma, 80% of the benefit
obtained at 1000 µg/d was achieved at doses of 70–180 µg/d
and 90% at a dose of 100–250 µg/d. The maximum possible
effect was obtained with FP doses of around 600 µg/d.58
Besides, 80–90% of the maximum therapeutic benefit of
budesonide was achieved with a dose between 200 and 600
µg/d, and the maximum effect was obtained with budesonide
doses between 900 and 1100 µg/d.59 It could be countered that
the dose–response relationship of ICS on airway inflammation
is different but clinically important. Nonetheless, bronchial
biopsy studies show suppression of airway inflammation that
is optimal at a dose of FP 500 µg/d.60 Taken together, these
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Figure 2 Suggested approach to mild asthma treatment.
Abbreviations: FORM, formoterol; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; 1, reference 1.

findings suggest that the ICS dose that achieves at least
80–90% of the maximum achievable clinical benefit is tradi
tionally classified as a “low dose”.
GINA incorporates the traditional terminology of “low”,
“medium” and “high” doses of ICS1 for each specific drug
(Table 4). Nonetheless, as acknowledged, this is not a table of
equivalence and it is based on available studies and product
information, since data on comparative potency are not readily
available. In any case, clinicians tend to assume that “high”
doses are those marketed presentations containing the highest
dose of the ICS. For instance, budesonide/formoterol is com
mercialized with three doses of budesonide (80, 160 and
320 µg) and a twice-daily dosing of 320 µg will be usually
considered as “high” by most of the doctors, but “medium” by
the guidelines. The effective dose also depends on the inhala
tion device, the particle size and inhalation maneuver.
In general, asthma guidelines recommend to administer
progressively increasing doses of ICS to achieve therapeu
tic equivalence without reflecting that there are significant
differences between ICS in terms of potency. Moreover,
they do not consider efficacy and safety separately, incor
rectly assuming that “low” and “high” dose categories
inevitably correspond with low and high risk of systemic
effects. In contrast, a pharmacological study concluded
that ICS molecules are not therapeutically similar: across
the approved doses for asthma, fluticasone furoate (FF)
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Table 4 Low, Medium and High Daily Doses of Inhaled Corticosteroids
Inhaled Corticosteroid

Low Dose

Medium Dose

High Dose

Beclometasone dipropionate (pMDI, standard particle, HFA)

200–500

>500–1000

>1000

Beclometasone dipropionate (pMDI, extrafine particle, HFA)

100–200

>200–400

>400

Budesonide (DPI)

200–400

>400–800

>800

Ciclesonide (pMDI, extrafine particle, HFA)

80–160

>160–320

> 320

Fluticasone furoate (DPI)
Fluticasone propionate (pMDI, standard particle, HFA)
Mometasone furoate (DPI)
Mometasone furoate (pMDI, standard particle, HFA)

100
100–250

200
>250–500

> 500

200

400

200–400

>400

Abbreviations: DPI, dry powder inhaler; HFA, hydrofluoroalkane propellant; pMDI, pressurized metered dose inhaler.

gave more protection against airway hyperresponsiveness
with less systemic activity (measured via 24-hour plasma
cortisol suppression), and had a wider therapeutic index
(systemic activity/airway potency ratio), than FP or
budesonide.61
On the other hand, when we look at GINA steps 3 to 5,
we can see that ICS/formoterol is preferred over SABA as
rescue medication. However, this might be a problem in
patients who are receiving other combinations such as FF/
vilanterol because we don’t have any experience in using
two different combinations simultaneously in the same
patient. An ICS/SABA combination could be a good alter
native for these patients but, although it has been proved
effective,62 for whatever reason, its use has not been uni
versally adopted.
Another point of criticism is the fact that guidelines
do not take into account the inflammatory profile of the
patient. McGrath and colleagues demonstrated that 47%
mild to moderate ICS-naive asthmatics had no evidence
of sputum eosinophilia in serial samples taken at various
points over a 1-year period. Moreover, these “noneosinophilic patients” had no improvement in lung func
tion with ICS but showed evidence of a bronchodilator
response consistent with asthma.63 These results were
corroborated later by Lazarus et al, who found a total of
73% patients with <2% eosinophils in induced sputum
cell count in a sample of 295 mild asthmatics.64 Taken
together, these data would suggest that substantial
groups of patients with mild and moderate asthma
have little evidence of “T2-high” inflammation, and by
extension are likely to show a poor response to ICS
treatment.
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Towards a New Approach in
Asthma Treatment
Therefore, an alternative approach to the guidelines should
contemplate several important aspects:
-High doses of FP (≥500 µg/d) or equivalent can lead to
side-effects.55 In fact, a significant adrenal suppression was
found with repeated administration of FP at doses as low as
250 µg twice daily.65 Guidelines do not consider switching
between ICS/LABA formulations and, as mentioned above,
there are significant pharmacological differences among ICS
(in terms of potency, systemic activity, therapeutic index).
-Asthmatics with “T2-low” profile do not respond to
ICS.14 High ICS doses should not be prescribed in patients
with T2 low asthma. Instead, these patients can be treated with
triple therapy if bronchial obstruction persists, azithromycin to
prevent exacerbations46 or bronchial thermoplasty in indivi
duals with persistent bronchial hyperresponsiveness.66
In this alternative proposal, we suggest to personalize the
treatment for asthmatics who remain uncontrolled with FP
500 µg/d67 or equivalent. Patients might be classified accord
ing to the inflammatory profile identified by biomarkers (blood
and sputum eosinophils and FeNO). Taking into account the
potency and safety of the ICS that is currently being used, the
characteristics of the inhaler device and patients’ preferences,
a switch to another combination is recommended where
applicable. If the patient remains uncontrolled and bronchial
obstruction persists despite LABA therapy, a long-acting antic
holinergic (LAMA) should be added, since tiotropium has
demonstrated to reduce exacerbations and improve symptoms
when employed as add-on treatment to ICS/LABA combina
tion, irrespective of the presence/absence of eosinophilia.40,41
Recently, several randomized clinical trials have been
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published, showing that different ICS/LABA/LAMA combi
nations can improve lung function and symptoms in patients
with moderate or severe asthma who remain uncontrolled with
ICS/LABA.68–70
High ICS doses would be only prescribed in “T2-high”
patients who have failed prior therapeutic attempts.
Consequently, biologic therapy would be restricted to those
asthmatics who remain uncontrolled with high-dose ICS triple
therapy if they express biomarkers indicative of “T2-high”
inflammatory response. In this context, omalizumab has been
shown to prevent severe exacerbations, to reduce symptoms
and to moderately improve pulmonary function in patients

Dovepress

with allergic asthma, irrespective of the blood eosinophil
count and FeNO values. Mepolizumab and benralizumab
have demonstrated to reduce the need for systemic corticoster
oids, to decrease severe exacerbations and to improve asthma
control and pulmonary function in patients with >150 eosino
phils/mm3, regardless of the atopic status. Reslizumab has
been proven to reduce severe exacerbations, to diminish symp
toms and to improve pulmonary function in adult asthmatics
with >400 eosinophils/mm3, irrespective of whether or not
they are atopic. Dupilumab has shown to reduce the need for
systemic corticosteroids, to prevent severe exacerbations and
to improve asthma control and pulmonary function in atopic

Figure 3 Suggested approach to moderate to severe asthma treatment.
Notes: Reproduced with permission from Pérez de Llano LA, Quirce Gancedo S, Plaza Moral V. Treatment of Moderate-severe Asthma: An Alternative Strategy to the
Guidelines Recommendations. Arch Bronconeumol. 2020; S0300-2896(20):30136–30138.67
Abbreviations: FP, fluticasone propionate; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LABA, long-acting β2-agonist; T2, type 2 bronchial inflammation; LTRA, leukotriene receptor
antagonist; BHR, bronchial hyperresponsiveness.
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and non-atopic patients with >150 eosinophils/mm3 or FeNO
≥20 ppb.71 This strategy is schematized in Figure 3.
The main limitation of this proposal is given by the
imperfect biomarkers’ balance of sensitivity and
specificity16 and the difficulty in establishing a cut-off point
for each of them, amongst other reasons due to the impact of
therapy on blood and sputum eosinophils and FeNO levels.
According to the available evidence, a cut-off level of FeNO
of 20–30 ppb might be appropriate72 and values >270 eosi
nophils/mm3 in blood have a high specificity to identify
sputum eosinophilia.73 Of note, a subgroup of patients with
high FeNO levels (>25 ppb) and low blood eosinophils
(<2%) has been recently described.74,75 As biomarkers are
more likely to reflect the inflammatory pattern of a given
patient, the dream of a personalized medicine will come true,
perhaps through the routine use of -omics in clinical practice.
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